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In recent years, with the rapid development of mobile Internet and 5G technology, great changes have been brought to our lives,
and human beings have stepped into the era of big data. *ese new features and techniques in 5G support many different types of
mobile applications for users, which makes network security extremely challenging. Among them, more and more applications
involve users’ private data, such as location information, financial information, and biological information. In order to prevent
users’ privacy disclosure, most applications choose to use private protocols. However, such private protocols also provide a means
for malware and malicious applications to steal users’ privacy and confidential data. From a more secure point of view, we need to
provide a way for users to know how many private protocols are running on their mobile phones and distinguish which are
authorized applications and which are not. *erefore, the analysis and identification of private protocols have become a hot topic
in current research. How to extract the characteristics of network protocol effectively and identify the private protocol accurately
becomes the most important part of this research. In this paper, we combine genetic algorithm and association rule algorithm and
then propose a set of feature extraction algorithm and protocol recognition algorithm for unknown protocols. *e experimental
analysis based on the actual data shows that these methods can effectively solve the problems of feature extraction and recognition
for unknown protocols and can greatly improve the accuracy of private protocol recognition.

1. Introduction

In recent years, the rapid development of Internet, especially
mobile Internet and 5G technology, has brought great and
far-reaching impact on our life. *e Internet application on
mobile phone has become an indispensable part of human
life, and it is an important way for people to exchange in-
formation and process data. *e information may come
from individuals, companies, and even governments and
may be associated with personal, corporate, or national
privacy data. In order to prevent users’ privacy disclosure,
most applications choose to use private protocol. *e pri-
vatization of communication protocol makes it difficult for
the intermediate nodes on the communication route to
obtain the transmitted content directly. In addition, the
private protocols also generally use multilayer encryption
technology to prevent the user’s privacy data from being

leaked in the communication process by means of cipher
text. It can be seen that the correct use of private protocols is
relatively safe for user privacy. Unfortunately, some illegal
users and malwares also use private protocols in data
transmission. Because of the concealment of these malware
and illegal services, users cannot know what they are
transmitting. A large number of such private protocols are
illegally stealing private data of individual users and en-
terprise users.*erefore, from the perspective of security, we
need to provide a way for users to know how many private
protocols are running on their mobile phones and distin-
guish which are authorized applications and which are not.
It is necessary to track and detect the network traffic and
private protocol, understand the source and destination of
user’s personal data, analyze the characteristics of different
network information, and effectively help us adjust the
network.
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*e analysis and identification of private protocols have
become a hot topic in current research. How to effectively
extract the characteristics of network protocol effectively and
identify the private protocol accurately becomes the most
important part of this research. *ere has been a lot of
research on traditional network traffic identification and
protocol identification. *e most common method is Deep
Packet Inspection (DPI). Such DPI technology needs to
obtain the characteristics of the detection content in advance
and then detect the message according to the characteristics.
For unknown protocols, the current reverse analysis
methods and protocol identification methods are usually
completed manually. However, with the increasing number
of private network protocols and applications, as well as the
complexity brought about by the binary design of private
network protocols, the method of extracting data features
manually is extremely inefficient, and the accuracy of the
analysis results is difficult to guarantee. More seriously, for
the traditional manual detection methods, there is still a lack
of necessary automatic verification scheme to check the
accuracy of identification.

*erefore, how to extract the characteristics of private
network protocols effectively has become the top priority of
research. Protocol identification technology mainly includes
the following aspects: fixed-ports-based protocol identifi-
cation technology [1], traffic-loading-based protocol iden-
tification technology [2], machine-learning-based protocol
identification technology [3], and format-reverse-analysis-
based identification technology [4–6]. *e first two tech-
nologies are usually used to identify known protocols, the
third technology can be used for both known protocols and
unknown protocols, and the fourth is used to identify un-
known protocols.

*is paper systematically analyzes the existing protocol
identification and analysis methods, combines genetic al-
gorithm and association rule algorithm, and proposes a set
of characteristic extraction and protocol identification al-
gorithms for private protocols. *en, aiming at the protocol,
which is difficult to extract effective fixed features, we
propose a regular feature extraction algorithm based on
genetic programming. It solves the problem of feature ex-
traction and recognition of unknown protocol effectively
and improves the accuracy of protocol recognition rate. *e
main work of this paper is as follows:

(1) *is paper first summarizes the relevant methods of
protocol identification and protocol reverse analysis,
compares the advantages and limitations of various
methods, and then introduces related concepts such
as information theory, pattern matching, data
mining algorithms, and genetic programming.

(2) *is paper then proposes a complete feature ex-
traction and protocol recognition algorithm for
private protocols. *e main processes include data
preprocessing, data stream block cutting, multilevel
filtering of frequent patterns, periodic feature gen-
eration, and feature verification based on association
rules. In this paper, the detailed design and exper-
iment of each algorithm are carried out, and the

practical significance of extracting features is ana-
lyzed based on the actual data, and good experi-
mental results are obtained.

(3) Finally, according to the correlation algorithm of
genetic programming and the characteristics of
regular expressions, this paper proposes a regular
feature extraction algorithm based on tree genetic
programming.*is method can obtain better regular
characteristics by genetic iteration.

2. Related Works

Firstly, the domain of protocol identification classifies
protocols based on different ports. However, with the de-
velopment of the Internet, many new protocols emerge,
which often adopt dynamic port numbers. In addition, a
large number of network attack traffic and malicious codes
deliberately use common ports to avoid traffic detection,
which brings about challenges to traditional port-based
protocol identification [7, 8]. *e accuracy rate of such kind
of protocol recognition is getting lower and lower, and the
protocol recognition technology based on port is almost
obsolete. Subsequently, the load-based traffic recognition
technology DPI (Deep Packet Inspection) came into being
[9–12]. DPI technology firstly extracts the features according
to the target traffic, after obtaining the feature strings of the
traffic payload; string-matching method is carried out
according to the features. If the corresponding feature
strings appear in the network traffic, the specific protocol is
identified; otherwise, it is not. *e accuracy of protocol
identification technology based on load is directly propor-
tional to the accuracy of feature strings. *erefore, the
premise of using DIP technology is to obtain the accurate
fingerprint information of the protocol. Traditional finger-
print extraction and maintenance often rely heavily on
manual labor, so the efficiency is very low. In addition,
because DPI technology requires string matching for each
data stream, it consumes a lot of space and time. In genetics,
researchers use multisequence comparison technology to
extract similar fragments in DNA [4], and in protocol re-
verse engineering, message fields with specific formats are
also extracted from a large number of messages. Due to this
similarity, researchers often apply multisequence compari-
son technology to protocol format inference and obtain
format information of protocol message by extracting var-
iable and immutable fields in the message [13, 14]. With the
development of machine learning, protocol recognition
based on machine learning has gradually become an im-
portant direction in protocol recognition field. In the field of
protocol identification technology, it is necessary to calibrate
the traffic data. Because the traffic recognition technology
based on machine learning does not need to analyze the load
content, it is applied more widely and has a good recognition
effect for the encryption protocol. Protocol identification
technologies based on machine learning can be divided into
two categories. One is protocol identification technology
based on supervised learning [15], and this technique re-
quires marked training samples, continuous training of the
model, and optimization of the results through iteration to
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achieve the highest recognition rate. *e other is protocol
identification technology for unsupervised learning, which
does not require marked training samples [16].

*e above algorithms have played an important role in
different stages of Internet development, among which port-
based methods have been gradually phased out. *e load-
based and measure-based algorithms are still two hot spots
in the future protocol recognition field.

3. Overall Algorithm Architecture

In this paper, we propose a set of feature extraction algo-
rithms for unknown protocols based on the research status
of feature extraction for unknown protocols. Figure 1 de-
scribes the overall block diagram of the unknown protocol
feature extraction and recognition algorithm. It can be seen
clearly that the algorithm includes three processes. *e first
is the data preparation and pretreatment process, which
includes data acquisition and division. *e data are ran-
domly divided into experimental sets and test sets to prepare
data for subsequent feature extraction and feature verifi-
cation. *e second is the feature extraction process, which is
the core part of the algorithm, including data segmentation
module, feature filter module, feature weight assignment
module, and regular feature extraction module. Data seg-
mentation module and feature selection module mainly cut
data stream into fixed-length blocks carrying information
payload. *e N-gram algorithm is used for data segmen-
tation, and the threshold value of filtering short frequent
patterns is determined by Jaccard coefficient. *e threshold
value is used to filter the pattern strings with low frequency,
and the pattern strings are filtered by the position entropy
and information gain of the pattern strings. On the basis of
frequent pattern set, the feature weight assignment module
uses genetic algorithm to assign weights to each pattern
string on the pattern set and further filters the pattern string.
Regular feature extraction module generates regular ex-
pression features according to association relations by
mining multiple association rules between pattern strings
under the same category. *e last part mainly validates the
features obtained from the second stage and mainly adopts
the following two methods: the feature validation based on
pattern matching and the feature validation based on
clustering algorithm. *e advantages and disadvantages of
feature extraction are judged by these two feature verifica-
tion methods.

4. Key Algorithms

4.1. Stream Segmentation Algorithm. Combined with the
disadvantages of N-gram, this paper proposes an improved
N-gram algorithm using multiple sliding windows (1, 2, . . .,
N); the position information of gram is recorded at the same
time, to facilitate the subsequent feature fusion and asso-
ciation rule analysis between features and finally obtain the
candidate feature pattern set with location and frequency
(Algorithm 1.

*e frequent pattern set with location information is
extracted by the above algorithm. Each term in the resulting

pattern set is a fixed-length pattern string of length 1− n.
However, due to the multiple sliding windows adopted byN-
gram in data segmentation, there must be a certain overlap
between the modes. As a result, there is redundancy in the
frequent pattern set, so it is necessary to carry out pattern
fusion. According to the unknown information of the fea-
ture item and its frequency information, the feature item
with redundant substring and the feature item whose po-
sition difference is equal to the length of the redundant
substring are combined, and finally the fused feature pattern
set is obtained.

If the frequent pattern set obtained at the time of pro-
tocol sharding contains the three patterns, “42ad,” “2ad2,”
and “c200,” and the positions of these three feature strings
are close, the frequency difference is not big, and the dif-
ference position is all 1. It is clear that “42ad” and “2ac2”
contain redundant strings of “2ad,” and the redundant string
happens to be the suffix of the previous string and the prefix
of the following string. *en the merged string “42ad2” may
be the characteristic string of this protocol. Similarly,
“2ac200” may also be the characteristic string of this pro-
tocol, and the two merged characteristic strings are further
merged to obtain “43ac200.”

For some protocols of character stream class, this paper
adopts the method of using fixed delimiter (e.g., “,”; “ ”; “n”;
etc.) for segmentation. *e position of the word after seg-
mentation is different from N-gram algorithm, but the
position of the word is in the line. *is method effectively
solves the character class protocol, similar to HTTP
protocol.

4.2. Feature Screen Algorithm. After the N-gram data is
segmented, the candidate feature pattern set will be ob-
tained, and, from the characteristics of the feature set, there
are a lot of redundant and useless features in the set.
*erefore, feature screening is required. On the one hand, it
is necessary to screen out useless features and reduce the
dimension of feature set for subsequent analysis to improve
the time efficiency of the algorithm; on the other hand, after
filtering out useless features, it can effectively improve the
accuracy of features. Finally, the protocol is identified by
more accurate feature set after filtering.

Each data stream is segmented into a fixed-length set of
data strings. We divided these sets into two random and
equal parts. In theory, after statistics, the similarity between
the two should be very high. However, if there is some noise
string, the similarity of the two samples data will decrease.
*erefore, if these redundant strings are removed during the
calculation, the calculation results will be improved ac-
cordingly. In order to reduce the effect of redundant strings,
strings with frequencies lower than the threshold can be
filtered in advance. *is ensures that the two sample sets are
more similar. In the experiment, different thresholds should
be selected according to different situations, and the Jaccard
coefficients of these two sets after filtering through the
threshold should be calculated, respectively. In this way, the
similarity of the two sets is the highest when the Jaccard
coefficient reaches the maximum. *e corresponding
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threshold is the frequency threshold that needs to be de-
termined in this paper. Finally, according to this threshold,
the pattern whose frequency is less than this threshold is
eliminated for the subsequent operation.

According to the characteristics of protocol flow data
and combined with the results of the N-gram experiment,
the Jaccard coefficient needs to be redefined specifically as
follows.

Data acquisition Data preprocessing

Feature verification based on
cluster analysis

Feature verification based on
pattern matching

Regular feature
extraction algorithm

based on multiple
association rules

Multiple association
extraction algorithm

based on location

Feature weight assignment
algorithm based on
genetic algorithm

Feature filtering algorithm
based on frequency,

position entropy, and
information gain

Data segmentation
algorithm based on

fixed delimiter

Data segmentation
algorithm based on N-

gram

Figure 1: Protocol feature extraction and protocol recognition algorithm architecture.

Input: protocol data frame set-DataSet� {I1, I2, I3, . . ., In},
Sliding window length�N
Output: the segmented N-gram dataset-gram_dic
(1) Initialize gram_dic� {}
(2) for each data frame I in DataSet:
(3) for i in range(len(I)−N+ 1):
(4) gram� I[i : i+N]//Slide window to shard data frames
(5) gLen� 1
(6) while(len<N):
(7) for j in range(len(gram)− gLen + 1):
(8) gram_i� gram[j : j+ gLen]
(9) if gram in dic:
(10) gram_dic[gram].append(i)//Count the locations of each gram
(11) else: gram_dic[gram]� [i]
(12) end if
(13) gLen +� 1
(14) if gram in dic:
(15) gram_dic[gram].append(i)//Count the locations of each gram
(16) else: gram_dic[gram]� [i]
(17) end if
(18) end for
(19) end for
(20) return gram_dic

ALGORITHM 1: N-gram stream segmentation algorithm.
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Set the whole protocol flow dataset as DataSet, and then
perform N-gram segmentation for the whole dataset and
divide the results into two subsets of the same size DataSet1
and DataSet2 randomly and equally, and then sort the
pattern strings in descending order according to the fre-
quency of occurrence of each pattern string. *e two sorted
datasets can be as follows:

DataSet 1 � aItem1: aθ1, aItem2: aθ2, . . . , aItemn: aθn ,

DataSet 2 � bItem1: bθ1, bItem2: bθ2, . . . , bItemn: bθn ,

(1)

where θi represents the frequency of each feature in the set.
According to the above sets, the Jaccard coefficient can be
specifically defined in this paper. *e definition is shown in
the following equation:

protocol Jaccard �


n
i�1 aθi ∗ bθi


n
i�1 aθ2i + 

n
i�1 bθ2i − 

n
i�1 aθi ∗ bθi

.

(2)

We can see from equation (2) that, similar to the original
Jaccard coefficient, the value of the redefined Jaccard co-
efficient is also between 0 and 1. We can see from the
formula that the more similar the two sets are, the larger the
value will be and the smaller the value will be. *e pseu-
docode of the calculated Jaccard coefficient is shown in
Algorithm 2.

According to the above algorithm, the frequency of
corresponding maximum Jaccard value can be obtained, and
the frequency is set as the filtering threshold, according to
which frequent pattern sets can be filtered.

4.3. Regular Expression Extraction Algorithm. In the un-
known protocol flow, there are fixed position pattern string
and fuzzy string. *e final result of the regular expression
automatic extraction algorithm is to generate a regular tree
to concatenate the fixed string and fuzzy string together. In
the genetic programming algorithm, tree coding method is
adopted, in which every individual in the population is an
effective regular expression tree, and nonleaf nodes in the
tree are set as regular expression operators:

(1) Connect nodes “..,” to connect leaf nodes or other
nodes

(2) Quantity modifiers including “∗+,”, “++,”, and “?+”
(3) Group operator “()”
(4) *e splitter is “|,” which means that the two nodes

conduct or operate

*e leaves in the tree are as follows:

(1) Characters, numbers, or common symbols
(2) Character ranges such as “[A–Z]” and “[a–z]”
(3) Character class symbols such as “\w” and “d”
(4) Wildcard characters such as “.”

*e initial population is obtained through random
initialization, global space is searched through cross varia-
tion between chromosomes and random combination, and
the whole algorithm process of “outperforming” is carried
out through fitness function.

4.4. Rationality Verification of the Algorithm. We can see
from the paper that if the genetic programming can con-
verge to a stable state after a certain number of iterations,
applying the problems in this chapter will converge to a
more “representative” regular expression. *erefore, to
prove the rationality of the algorithm is to prove the above
assumptions. To solve the above problems, we need to in-
troduce a Markov chain, which is defined as follows:

(1) *e symbol pt represents the probability of different
states at time t

(2) *e symbol P represents the matrix for the state
transition, where pi,j represents the probability of
transition from the ith state to the jth state

(3) *e state value of Markov chain at time t+ 1 is only
related to the state at time t and can be expressed by a
certain probability: pt+1 � ptP

(4) If there is a natural number k such that all elements
in the matrix Pk are greater than 0, then P is called a
prime matrix

Definition 1. Let C, M, and S be the probability transition
matrices, where there must be a term greater than 0 in all
columns in S, and all elements in M are greater than 0; then
all elements in product CMS are greater than zero.

Definition 2. *e state transition matrix P is the prime
matrix. As k approaches infinity, Pk converges to
P∞ � 1Tp∞, where p∞ � p0limk⟶∞Pk � p0 is the unique
value independent of the initial state, and all elements are
greater than 0. *is is actually determined by the Markov
chain steady-state theorem.

In the proof, the state of the whole population is
regarded as a state S of Markov chain, in which the prob-
abilities of selection operation, crossover operation, and
mutation operation are combined into a probability transfer
matrix. In general, 0<pm< 1, 0≤pc≤1, and letM, C, and S,
respectively, represent the probability transfer caused by
variation, crossover, and selection operation, so the overall
probability transfer matrix P � CMS.

ProbabilityMi, j of population state evolving from Si to Sj
after individual variation is shown in the following formula:

Mi,j � (pm)
h
(1 − pm)

n×1− h > 0. (3)

In the above equation, h is the sum of the number of
genes with different values among each individual of the two
populations, from which it can be concluded that M is the
prime matrix.

*rough individual selection operation, we assume that
the probability of population state Si remaining unchanged
is Si, j, and the definition is shown in the following formula:
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Si,i �


n
i�1 f Ii( 


n
i�1 f Ii( ( 

n, Si,i > 0 . (4)

All the columns of Smust have one element greater than
0. According to Definition 1, we know that the probability
transfer matrix P is the prime matrix.

When analyzing the traditional optimization algorithm,
the first problem to be considered is whether the optimi-
zation algorithm can converge to the global optimal point.
Assuming that the fitness value of the global optimal point is
max f, the convergence to the global optimal point is defined
as

limk⟶∞P maxI∈sk (fitness(I)) � maxf(  � 1. (5)

According to Definition 2, it can be known that the
typical genetic algorithm will converge to a probability
distribution where the probability of all population states is
greater than 0. *e population obtained by each iteration
will eventually have the highest evaluation value of the
individual. *e continuous practice of finding the optimal
solution will make the above formula true, so eventually we
will obtain the optimal solution in the whole search space.

5. Experiments

5.1. Environment Settings. *is section will verify the al-
gorithms proposed above, test the feasibility and effective-
ness of the feature extraction algorithm for private protocols,
and obtain the efficiency of algorithm operation. *e test
environment of this algorithm is shown in Table 1.

*e data sources in the experiment are divided into two
parts: the known protocol data and the unknown format
protocol data. *e known protocol data is selected from the
DARPA-2000 dataset. *is dataset contains 58 kinds of
typical attack data streams. *ese streams can be divided
into five typical attack categories: DOS, U2R, Probe, R2L,
and Data. As one of the most comprehensive protocol
datasets, this dataset is widely used in intrusion detection,
protocol analysis, protocol identification, and other fields. In
our experiments, three known protocols, ARP protocol,

ICMP protocol, and HTTP protocol, were selected from the
experimental data.

For other types of unknown protocol, the packets are
mainly captured from themultiple log system running under
Linux. After that, the private protocol data frame is obtained
through the data preprocessing module. *en feature ex-
traction and validation are performed for the private pro-
tocol used during log transfer.*us, the method proposed in
this paper is verified. *e unknown format protocol data
used in this paper is the data transmitted by FASP protocol.
As an efficient big data transmission technology, FASP
protocol performs well in various WAN transmission speed
tests and has been applied inmany different fields such as life
science, cloud computing, and media. Because FASP pro-
tocol is a patent protocol, the format of the protocol is not
disclosed, and the data format of its transmission is not
disclosed, so the protocol data is suitable for use as the test
data of the system.

5.2. Experimental Results

5.2.1. Experiment of Data Stream Segmentation. First, the
experimental data head is processed to obtain effective ex-
perimental data. FASP, HTTP, ARP, and ICMP protocols
were used in the experiment. For the data segmentation
algorithm, the Jaccard coefficient was calculated for the four
protocols mentioned above, and the threshold value was
calculated as shown in Figures 2–5. *e abscissa represents
the frequency, and the ordinate is the Jaccard coefficient.

We can see that the corresponding frequency threshold
is different, when the Jaccard coefficient of the four protocols
is the highest. *e threshold for ARP protocol is about 600,
the peak value of threshold for FASP protocol is about 2200,

Input: A set of frequent patterns after protocol sharding Set� {S1, S2, S3, . . ., Sn}
Filter the threshold list *resholdList� [th1, th2, . . .]
Output: *reshold value for the highest Jaccard coefficient value
(1) Initialize the Result� {}
(2) Randomly Set two sets, SetA and SetB:
(3) *e N-Gram algorithm is called to obtain the frequent pattern set after the two subsets are segmented as gram_list
(4) J� 0
(5) for each of these thresholdst in *resholdList:
(6) for ita in gram_listA and itb in gram_listB://Traverse the two gram_list
(7) if ita< t:gram_listA.remove(ita) end if
(8) if itb< t:gram_listB.remove(itb) end if//Eliminate items that are smaller than the threshold
(9) if J<CAL()://Calculation of Jaccard coefficient
(10) J�CAL()
(11) return Result

ALGORITHM 2: Calculate protocol Jaccard coefficient.

Table 1: Experiments environment table.

Environment Configuration information
Operating system Windows 10 Professional (64-bit)
Processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700 @3.4GHz
Memory size 16GB
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the threshold of ICMP protocol is 700, and the threshold for
the HTTP protocol is about 370, when the Jaccard coefficient
reaches its maximum. *erefore, for these four protocols,
after N-gram segmentation, we can carry out frequency
filtering and screen the candidate pattern string according to
the above experimental results. *us, the efficiency and
accuracy of subsequent algorithms can be improved.

5.2.2. Experiment of Pattern Set Extraction. *e candidate
schema sets extracted by the four protocols are shown in

Table 2: Each protocol has several candidate schema sets, and
a large number of redundant features are removed after the
schema fusion. Take FASP protocol for example. FASP is an
unknown protocol, but, after the preliminary artificial re-
verse analysis and compared with the public information, its
protocol format information can be obtained roughly. Based
on the artificial reverse result, the frequent string “0× 56” is
the transport flag, and the frequent strings “0×19” and
“0×1A” are the initial transmission identity and the
retransmission data identity, respectively. Similar results can
be achieved with other protocols. According to the above
results, the feature pattern set after data segmentation and
screening has certain representativeness. However, there are
still some noise data, which need further processing.

5.2.3. Experiment of Regular Expression Extraction. *e
association relation between pattern strings is selected
according to the occurrence location of pattern strings. *e
regular rules obtained through association rules are shown
in Table 3. *e association relationship between the mining
feature strings can be seen from Table 3. *e regular ex-
pression can be successfully generated based on the asso-
ciation relationship and the position difference between the
pattern strings. Since we did not mine associations between
frequent patterns sets of the ICMP protocol, the regular
features degenerate to string features.

5.2.4. Analysis of Feature Verification Results. Figures 6 and
7, respectively, show the experimental results obtained by
using frequent pattern sets and regular features for these four
protocols. *e experiments used pattern matching and
cluster analysis as the feature verificationmethods.*e input
data is mixed data.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that, for the four selected
protocols, when using pattern matching algorithm for fea-
ture verification, since HTTP protocol and ARP protocol
extract long feature strings, the recognitions of ARP and
HTTP by using frequent pattern set and regular pattern can
both reach 100%. For ICMP protocol, when using frequent
pattern set, the recognition rate is 96.7%, and when using
regular pattern based on association rule, the recognition
rate is 97.9%. With the increase of rule strength, the rec-
ognition rate increases. For FASP protocol, the recognition
rates are 92.4% and 93.8%, respectively, which are slightly
lower than the recognition rates of known protocols. It can
also be observed that the recognition rate increases signif-
icantly with the increase of feature intensity.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the recognition rate of the
four protocols is relatively high when using cluster analysis.
When using various features to classify FASP protocols, the
recognition rate of the protocols is slightly lower than that
when using pattern matching.

To sum up, it can be seen that the effect of frequent
pattern feature and association rule feature in recognition
and classification gradually becomes higher. For the un-
known protocol FASP, the result of clustering analysis using
mined features is better than that of matching analysis. For
ARP and HTTP protocols, the above methods have
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Table 2: Frequent pattern extraction result instances with location information.

Protocol Frequent pattern instance

FASP [(“0× 56,” 0), (“0× 00000,” 8), (“0× 0000,” 16), (“0×19,” 2), (’0x1a′, 2), (“0× 2,” 4), (“0× 3.” 4),
(“0× 0000,” 20), (“0xff,” 20),......]

ICMP [(“0× 0501,” 0), (“0xac10720245,” 8), (“0× 0,” 20), (“0× 000,” 29), (“0× 00,” 18), (“0× 02,” 21), (“0× 04,” 21),......]

HTTP [(“0× 474554202f,” 0), (“0× 485454502f312e31,” 0), (“0× 4163636570743a,” 16), (“0× 486f73743a,” 32),
(0“x446174653a,” 32), (“0× 5365727665723a,” 16),......]

ARP [(“0× 000108000604000,” 0), (“× 1,” 15), (“0× 2,” 15), (“0× 0,” 16), (“0xac107,” 28), (“0× 0100,” 34),......]
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recognition rates close to 100%. Meanwhile, for FASP, a
private protocol, the recognition rate can reach about 93.8%.

6. Conclusion

*e identification of private protocols is of great significance
to prevent the abuse of users’ private data in 5G network.
*is paper summarizes the current research methods for
protocol recognition and analysis and proposes a set of
feature extraction and recognition algorithms for unknown
private protocols combined with genetic algorithm and
association rule algorithm. *e detailed design and exper-
iment of each algorithm are carried out. Finally, the practical

significance of the feature is extracted based on the analysis
of the actual data and verified through the experiments.
Experimental results show that the proposed method is
effective in identifying private protocols.
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